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Abstract

**Background:** Paediatric SLT roles often involve planning individualised intervention for specific children (provided directly by SLTs or indirectly through non-SLTs), working collaboratively with families and education staff and providing advice and training. A tiered approach to service delivery is currently recommended, whereby services become increasingly specialised and individualised for children with greater needs.

**Aims:** To examine 1) evidence of intervention effectiveness for children with language disorders at different tiers and 2) evidence regarding SLT roles; and to propose an evidence-based model of SLT service delivery.

**Methods:** Controlled, peer-reviewed studies, meta-analyses and systematic reviews of interventions for children with language disorders are reviewed and their outcomes discussed, alongside the differing roles SLTs play in these interventions. We indicate where gaps in the evidence base exist and present a possible model of service delivery consistent with current evidence, and a flowchart to aid clinical decision making.

**Main Contribution:** The service delivery model presented resembles the tiered model commonly used in education services, but divides individualised (Tier 3) services into Tier3A: indirect intervention delivered by non-SLTs, and Tier 3B: direct intervention by an SLT. We report the evidence for intervention effectiveness and which children might best be served by each tier, the role SLTs could take within each, and the evidence of effectiveness of these roles. Regarding universal interventions provided to all children (Tier 1) and those targeted at children with language weaknesses (Tier 2), there is growing evidence that approaches led by education services can be effective when staff are highly trained and well-supported. There is currently limited evidence regarding additional benefit of SLT-specific roles at Tiers 1 and 2. With regard to individualised intervention (Tier 3): children with complex or pervasive language disorders progress significantly following direct individualised intervention (Tier 3B), whereas children with milder or less pervasive difficulties can make progress when intervention is managed by an SLT, but delivered indirectly by others (Tier 3A), provided they are well-trained, -supported and -monitored.

**Conclusions:** SLTs have a contribution to make at all tiers, but where prioritisation for clinical services is a necessity, we need to establish the benefits and cost-effectiveness of each contribution. Good evidence exists for SLTs delivering direct individualised intervention, and we should ensure that this is available to those children with pervasive and/or complex language impairments. In cases where service models are being provided which lack evidence, we strongly recommend that SLTs investigate the effectiveness of their approaches.
What this paper adds

What is already known on this subject. Many services use a tiered approach to service delivery, in which intervention for children with language disorders becomes increasingly individualised. A current dilemma is how to balance supporting and training other professionals who can reach a greater number of children with providing individualised intervention for a smaller number of children with the most severe language disorders, in the context of limited resource.

What this study adds. We highlight available evidence regarding the effectiveness of intervention and SLT roles at different tiers. We provide a model that is based on this evidence and that 1) describes the children who may best be served by each type of input and 2) illustrates what form SLT input could take at different tiers. We also provide a flowchart to aid clinical decision making.

Clinical implications. Our evidence review indicates that SLTs must ensure sufficient training and skills in others asked to deliver language interventions, recognising that these vary with the profile of needs of each individual child. Furthermore, education staff and families may require a high level of on-going support to enable them to deliver evidence-based programmes as intended. Children with complex and pervasive language impairments appear to require individualised SLT support which includes close collaborative working between SLTs, education staff and families, and in some cases direct SLT intervention. Thus, service delivery models should provide SLTs sufficient time to work effectively with these children.
Recent models of Speech and Language Therapy (SLT) service delivery for children and young people conceptualise services as involving a hierarchy of SLT involvement, whereby some support is provided for all and greater support for those children with more severe needs (e.g., Gascoigne, 2006, Law et al., 2013). These models resemble similar models used in education and youth justice services, variously called Tiers/Stages/Waves or Response to Intervention models (e.g., Fuchs and Fuchs, 2006, Snow et al., 2015). However, there is some lack of clarity about the precise nature and aims of SLT roles at different tiers, and evidence that these roles are effective in achieving these aims is sparse.

Our purpose here is to first present a modified version of a tiered intervention model and to summarise for each tier the available evidence regarding the effectiveness of a) support and/or intervention for children at that tier and b) the SLT roles within each tier. Based on this evidence, we then suggest an overall model of SLT service delivery and a flowchart to aid clinical decision making. We recognize that evidence is not the only influence on clinical decision making; there are also ethical, financial and political considerations which influence service decisions. However, outcomes are important and presenting the evidence here is intended to stimulate discussion about the direction of the profession in relation to children’s SLT services, highlighting where further research is needed. An important premise is the general agreement that communication is a human right and that SLTs have a key role to play in maximising communication in children with speech, language and communication needs. For the purposes of this paper, we focus on children with language disorders, which can occur in isolation or may be associated with other conditions such as autism and learning disabilities (Bishop et al., 2016a), and where a range of professionals with complementary skills may be involved with the child and family in order to maximise the child’s functioning, activity and participation, both in education and socially.

**Tiered intervention models**

Tiered intervention models generally divide intervention into three different levels, waves or tiers. However, there is a mismatch in terminology used in education versus health services. This is shown schematically in Figure 1.

Education intervention tiers or waves are generally related to the characteristics of the children, where (for children with language disorders) Tier 1 aims to provide high-quality teaching for all; Tier 2 focuses on children performing just below age expectations, often providing them with education-led language programmes; and Tier 3 focuses on children with identified language disorders who are not making expected progress and likely require individualised intervention. Tiers are thus broadly matched to interventions, but focus on child need. In contrast to education tiers, the distinctions between “universal”, “targeted” and “specialist” SLT services are related to the type of support or intervention provided by SLTs. “Specialist interventions” are usually considered to involve individualised intervention provided by an SLT for a specific child (which broadly aligns with education’s Tier 3). The label “targeted” vs. “specialist” varies as regards work carried out indirectly via a non-SLT, but managed by an SLT. For example, Scottish Government (2010) reflects most allied health profession practice in considering an SLT opening a duty of care and managing the case as determining a specialist intervention, which can be delivered ‘directly’ by an SLT or ‘indirectly’
by non-SLTs under the direction of the SLT, or by a mix of individuals, but Law et al. (2012) regard indirect therapy as “targeted” intervention because it is delivered by a non-SLT. This lack of agreement is alluded to in Figure 1 by the dashed arrows. To avoid confusion, we split Tier 3 into Tier 3B for direct individualised/specialist intervention and Tier 3A for indirect individualised intervention (currently called variously “specialist” or “targeted”). This distinction is also shown on Figure 1. In our view, it is critical to distinguish “indirect” work for which SLT has opened, and closes, an episode of care (which we call Tier 3A) from work provided by education services at Tier 2, where no episode of care is opened by an SLT, although the child may be on the special educational needs register.

Figure 1 – Response to intervention model of intervention for children with language disorders

The definition of “targeted intervention” is unclear in SLT practice, but the primary focus is on “vulnerable” children (Gascoigne, 2006). Supporting others to provide small group work at Tier 2 with children who are just below age expectations would fall under “targeted” interventions in most definitions. However, any lack of distinction between what we call Tier 3A and Tier 2 is problematic if it is unclear whether or not an SLT opened an episode of care, and hence for which children’s intervention an SLT has a legal and ethical responsibility.

“Targeted” intervention can also, in most interpretations, cover interventions/advice which target vulnerable groups of children who are deemed to be at increased risk of having language difficulties (e.g., those living in poverty), but whose actual language abilities have not been evaluated, resulting in probable variation within the group (i.e., some may have language abilities within the expected range for their age). This would usually be considered to be Tier 2 in the education model.
“Universal” SLT services generally involve training or awareness raising programmes focusing primarily on improving the ability of parents and professionals such as teachers and health visitors to identify speech, language and/or communication difficulties in children or changing their everyday practice and interactions with children to maximise the chances of all children in developing good communication skills (thus aligning with Tier 1).

The lack of agreement in terminology could hinder mutual understanding and effective collaboration between education and health services, and in practice the intervention levels are not always clearly signalled (Law et al., 2012, p14), leading to a lack of common understanding regarding where responsibilities for intervention lie. For clarity, in this paper, we will consider the evidence of effectiveness of interventions in terms of levels shown inside the triangle in Figure 1, mapped roughly education services’ Tiers 1, 2 and 3 which we label:

1. High quality teaching for all (Tier 1)
2. Education-led small groups following language programmes (Tier 2)
3. Individualised intervention where children are on the SLT caseload and the SLT has a duty of care (Tier 3). This is split into:
   A. Tier 3A: Indirect individualised intervention, planned and monitored by the SLT or other specialist professional (e.g., psychologist or specialist teacher), but delivered by parents or another professional.
   B. Tier 3B: Direct individualised intervention, delivered by the professional who planned the intervention.

For each tier, after considering the evidence for effectiveness of intervention, we consider the roles SLTs may play and the available evidence regarding the effectiveness of these roles. In addition, we consider evidence of effectiveness of SLTs’ joint collaborative work and training with parents and education professionals, which occurs across all tiers.

**Tier 1 interventions (high quality teaching for all)**

**Evidence of effectiveness of Tier 1 Interventions**

Effective Tier 1 teaching for language requires active classroom management and teaching to support the developing oral language skills of all children. Tier 1 intervention may involve teachers delivering language programmes to whole classes and studies have shown these can result in improved performance in grammar, morphology and vocabulary (Justice et al., 2010, Neuman et al., 2011). Tier 1 intervention may involve professional development (PD) for education staff. Several large-scale trials with robust designs have been carried out in Canada and the United States considering the effectiveness of PD for pre-school educators and a recent meta-analysis of studies of PD focusing on language and/or literacy (Markussen-Brown et al., 2017) found medium effects on adult-child interactions and large effects on the physical classroom space, but no significant effect on educator knowledge. Less than half of the included studies reported child outcomes, but the meta-analysis showed a small but non-significant effect on child vocabulary and small to medium significant effects on phonological awareness and alphabet knowledge. Surprisingly however, the improvements in child outcomes were not mediated by improvements in the way the adults interacted with the children. Markussen-Brown
et al. (2017) also considered features of the PD which were associated with improved educator outcomes and found better outcomes for PD of longer duration and greater intensity (the average amount of PD was around 50-60 hours). They also found that courses alone had no significant effects, but courses plus other components such as coaching had significantly larger effects. Indeed, the most important factor for predicting educator outcomes was whether the PD included more than one component (e.g., course plus coaching and feedback, or the addition of a language curriculum or use of assessment data to guide lesson planning digitally).

Fewer studies have been carried out considering the effects of PD of teachers of school-aged children. Snow et al. (2014) found 6 days of PD plus follow-up support improved the oral language and literacy skills of children in socio-economically disadvantaged primary schools, although it is not clear whether the changes also applied to children with language disorders, as their results are not reported separately. However, in a smaller, less robust study in secondary schools (Starling et al., 2012), secondary-school aged children with language disorder were assessed following teacher training in language modification techniques (8 hours training plus observation and coaching). Results indicated positive changes in the children’s written expression and listening comprehension (but not reading or speaking).

The above studies all involved a high level of commitment from researchers and staff. Courses alone do not appear to be effective unless combined with other components such as individual coaching and feedback which can be tailored to the needs of individual staff.

**SLT roles in Tier 1 Interventions**

SLT-specific roles in universal health and education services for children are a relatively recent development with very little research evidence. A recent scoping review (Smith et al., in press) highlights the low quality of the available evidence with regards to SLT roles in health promotion for children aged 0-3 years without identified language difficulties. They concluded “the lack of quality in reporting and study design result in an inability to draw any conclusions regarding the effectiveness of speech and language therapy health-promotion services for early language delay”.

Many SLTs who are involved in Tier 1 intervention focus on 1) raising awareness of the importance of language and communication and the impact of language and communication difficulties and 2) training others in the use of strategies which may promote the development of speech, language and communication (although rarely approaching the number of hours in the studies discussed above). The studies described above show that this can be effective, but the time commitment is large and the specific role of SLTs in this training has received little evaluation. However, a recent large-scale RCT (involving 2696 children, Thurston et al., 2016) investigated the effectiveness of whole school support from SLTs at both Tiers 1 and 2 (Talk of the Town), and found no effect on children’s language skills or reading comprehension, although there were indications of improved language in children not in receipt of free school meals.

Other SLT roles at Tier 1 can focus on raising awareness within the general public (especially parents) and policy makers of 1) the importance of language to economic independence, health and well-being and 2) identification of children with language disorders.
and the ‘red flags’ and risk factors that may indicate a persistent language disorder (discussed below). These roles are often assumed by membership organisations and charities e.g. British Academy of Childhood Disability (BACD) or Royal College of Speech and Language Therapist (RCSLT). The effectiveness of these activities would need to be measured against those of other lobbying and public information activists.

Tier 1 intervention is often described as ‘preventative,’ but most models of education and SLT service delivery acknowledge that a number of children are likely to need further, more targeted or individualised support at Tiers 2 or 3 in addition to high quality teaching.

**Tier 2 interventions (education-led small groups following language programmes)**

**Evidence of effectiveness of Tier 2 Interventions**

A number of research studies have evaluated interventions to support the oral language skills of children with weaknesses or “vulnerabilities” in this area in small group settings. These have focussed on expressive language (Petersen, 2011), receptive language (Phillips, 2014, van Kleeck et al., 2006) both receptive and expressive language (Talking Time, Dockrell et al., 2010, Nuffield Language Programme, Bowyer-Crane et al., 2008, Fricke et al., 2013, Talk Boost, Lee and Pring, 2016) and vocabulary (Elements of Reading (R), Aпthorp et al., 2012, Hadley et al., 2015, Restrepo et al., 2013, Rich vocabulary instruction, Vadasy et al., 2015a, Connections, Vadasy et al., 2015b). The interventions were typically carried out by education staff in schools, but researchers provided training and on-going support, and measured fidelity in the delivery of the intervention. Evidence regarding generalisation to regular practice unsupported by researchers is only just emerging. The Talk of the Town evaluation included Talking Time and Talk Boost and several other Tier 1 and Tier 2 interventions with training and support provided by SLTs who were not involved in the development of the programmes and found no effect on the children’s oral language or reading comprehension. However, the training provided was less intensive than in the original studies.

Many of the above studies provided manualised programs and many are available to purchase. If there is fidelity of treatment for a manualised intervention, there is no empirical reason to predict differential impact of delivery across professional groups. However, training and support may be required for good treatment fidelity. We have not identified research that evaluates and directly compares training and support provided by different professions (e.g. SLTs, educational psychologists, Special Educational Needs Coordinators, specialist teachers and charities) in terms of effectiveness or schools’ preference.

**SLT roles in Tier 2 Interventions**

Whilst SLTs frequently provide language and communication programmes for schools to use, the majority of the researchers leading the studies discussed above were education researchers or psychologists and provided the training directly to those delivering it. Training was provided by SLTs in Talk Boost (Lee & Pring, 2016) and the Talk of the Town evaluation (Thurston et al., 2016) with mixed results. Thus, any specific benefit of SLTs in Tier 2 interventions remains to be established.
Tier 3 interventions (individualised intervention)

Individualised interventions are based on assessment of the individual child’s needs. In clinical practice, a professional opens an episode of care for the child and should monitor the delivery and outcomes of that episode. Planning will usually take into account the views of the child, family and education staff, and intervention may be delivered by a combination of people. When asking others to share the delivery of intervention, the health professional has a responsibility to provide the necessary training, support and resources to ensure a high quality intervention which is specifically tailored to the child’s needs. The concept of episodes of care used by SLTs, in which a case may be ‘open’ for treatment for a period and subsequently ‘closed’ contrasts with education provision which is ongoing throughout the school years, and now potentially to 25 years. Furthermore the approach could lead to a failure to assess the need for further provision, for example, SLTs in McCartney and Muir (2016) reported that school leavers with learning disabilities who had been discharged by SLT services following completed episodes of care in school were at risk of not being re-referred by school staff for assessment of post-school SLT service needs Careful explanation and discussion is required.

In this section we split individualised intervention into direct intervention, delivered by the SLT, although perhaps involving others in back-up support, versus indirect intervention, delivered by non-SLTs, such as parents or education professionals.

Direct individualised intervention (Tier 3B)

For children with Developmental Language Disorder (DLD, many of whom would previously have been diagnosed as having Specific Language Impairment, SLI), good evidence exists of positive effects for individualised 1:1 direct intervention with an SLT on improving vocabulary and expressive language skills (for reviews see Law et al., 2003, and Ebbels, 2014). Fewer studies explore the effectiveness of intervention for children with more severe and pervasive difficulties, including receptive language difficulties. In general, studies using standardised tests as outcome measures fail to show significant effects of intervention for these children (Boyle et al., 2009, Gillam et al., 2008), a finding which likely reflects the design and psychometric properties of the tests used (Dockrell and Marshall, 2015). In contrast to this, studies using more tailored measures of progress have found significant gains with intervention targeting either a range of areas (Ebbels et al., in press) or the specific language areas of receptive vocabulary (Parsons et al., 2005, Throneburg et al., 2000), word finding (Ebbels et al., 2012, Hyde-Wright et al., 1993), production and comprehension of specific grammatical structures (e.g., Ebbels et al., 2014, 2007), and narrative (Hayward and Schneider, 2000).

There is also emerging evidence that children with severe, complex and pervasive communication and language disorders (including those associated with autism and learning disabilities) can make progress with direct individualised intervention, usually in combination with collaborative work (discussed further below). Relevant studies tend to focus on the acquisition of specific skills, e.g. requesting using Picture Exchange Communication Scheme (PECS, Bondy and Frost, 1994), or precursor skills for language e.g., joint attention (Green et al., 2010). Evidence is also emerging of benefits from direct intervention targeting social communication for children with autism, with outcomes relating to language abilities (Kasari et al., 2012) and parents’ ability to respond to their child in a synchronous manner (Green et al., 2012).
This latter study used a complex mediation analysis to reveal a causal link from improving parental synchrony to improved child initiation of communication in children with autism several years after the original intervention (Pickles et al., 2016). The National Institute for Health Care and Excellence for children and young people with autism (NICE, 2013) found no single study that indicated benefit for improvement in communication and autism symptoms but noted suggestive evidence for benefit from early social communication intervention when data from a number of studies were combined (Kendall et al., 2013).

**Indirect individualised intervention (Tier 3A)**

Individualised intervention may be delivered indirectly through others; for pre-school children this is often via parents and for school-aged children via education staff. For pre-school children reviews of SLT interventions working through parents (Roberts and Kaiser, 2011, Tosh et al., in press) suggest that parental delivery of intervention can lead to growth in speech and language skills for children with expressive language difficulties, including those with intellectual disabilities. Roberts and Kaiser (2011) reported that the majority of studies analysed found larger effect sizes for expressive relative to receptive language and indeed expressive language was the focus of most parent implemented intervention.

Tosh et al. (in press) carried out further analyses considering the amount of training provided to parents and concluded that home programmes are effective when they are used with high dosage rates and parents receive direct training from an SLT. However, they found that across all studies reviewed, effective home programmes had a similar cost for SLT services as direct intervention for comparable gain (with indications that direct intervention provides a more consistent treatment response). This has implications for those attempting to address service delivery challenges through the use of such programmes. Tosh et al. (in press) also caution that the quality of the majority of studies providing evidence of the effectiveness of home programmes is low and thus “the evidence supporting the use of home programs remains poor”. For children with autism, a review of parent-mediated approaches (Oono et al., 2013) did not find evidence of gains in child-related measures of language, communication or behaviour or reductions in parent stress, but did find evidence of positive change in patterns of parent-child interaction and possibly in receptive vocabulary and severity of autism symptoms.

For children in educational settings, indirect intervention is usually delivered by education staff or SLT assistants. Studies to date have demonstrated that when well-trained and supported staff are under the direct management of a research team or an SLT, they can deliver individualised intervention which leads to progress for: children with autism in joint attention (Lawton and Kasari, 2012) or joint engagement (Wong, 2013), children with speech and/or language disorders across a range of specific speech and language targets (Mecrow et al., 2010), and children with expressive (but not receptive) language impairments in expressive language (Boyle et al., 2009). The Boyle et al. (2009) study showed minimal treatment effects for children with receptive language impairments and/or progress on receptive language targets. In addition, an effectiveness study using the same intervention as that used in Boyle et al. (2009) did not result in improvement in receptive or expressive language when school staff were provided with the manualised programme, but with little on-going supervision (McCartney et al., 2011). The authors state that a likely reason for the differences between the studies was that, for many
children in the later (McCartney et al., 2011) study, the intervention was not actually delivered as planned by the education staff, who were receiving lower levels of support.

**Joint collaborative work with parents and/or education staff**

Collaborative work with parents and education staff occurs at all tiers: i.e., with individual children with identified language disorders (Tier 3), small groups with language weaknesses (Tier 2), or whole classes of children (Tier 1). We therefore consider the evidence for collaborative work separately from the other interventions at each tier. Collaborative work will involve joint decision-making about the priorities and method of delivery of an intervention. The aim is often to reduce the functional impact of a child’s difficulties on their access to the curriculum, social participation or well-being, and to practise new skills in a range of settings.

When parents are working on areas of language and communication development, these are likely to be specific to their individual child’s needs. The focus may be on home tasks to generalise individualised SLT interventions and a recent review (Sugden et al., 2016) found this can be an effective aspect of intervention for speech sound disorders.

Collaborative work between education staff and SLTs may focus on individual children or on whole classes, and reviews (Cirrin et al., 2010, Archibald, in press) have concluded that collaborative work with teachers is beneficial in classes with high numbers of “at-risk” children and also for children with identified language disorders. Tambyraja et al. (2015) reported that the number of therapy sessions received did not predict response to intervention, but receiving a greater proportion of therapy sessions in the classroom was associated with greater progress in children with language disorders.

**Training for parents or education staff**

As with collaborative working, training for parents and others (particularly education staff) is relevant to all tiers. However, in all studies that included a training component and reported positive outcomes for children (see sections above) training was intensive and did not occur as an isolated training event. At Tier 1, successful professional development for education staff was at least 8 hours (in the Starling et al., 2012 study), but more often closer to 50-60 hours in Snow et al. (2014) and studies in the meta-analysis by Markussen-Brown et al. (2017) and accompanied by individual coaching or observation sessions. Tier 2 studies involved relatively intensive initial training (four days in Fricke et al., 2013; Bowyer-Crane et al., 2008) followed by regular (fortnightly), on-going training, support and monitoring for staff delivering programmes. The studies at Tier 3A demonstrating good outcomes for children had high levels of support for parents (Tosh et al., in press), or professionals who were employed and supervised directly by the SLT service or research team (Boyle et al., 2009; Mecrow et al., 2010). In the only study where the level of support provided to staff carrying out intervention resembles that provided by current routine SLT services (at least in the UK, McCartney et al., 2011), the intervention did not take place as planned and the children showed no progress. This highlights the need for regular monitoring and support in order to ensure that indirect intervention takes place as intended.
SLTs routinely delegate direct work to others, but the Health and Care Professions Council (HCPC) standards of conduct, performance and ethics (2016) state explicitly: “You must only delegate work to someone who has the knowledge, skills and experience needed to carry it out safely and effectively” and “you must continue to provide appropriate supervision and support to those you delegate work to” (page 7). Furthermore, SLTs have no managerial control over education staff and cannot therefore oversee the delivery of 'delegated programmes’. Instead, partnership and co-working models are required.

In view of this, it is crucial to establish what levels of training, support, and monitoring are required in order to lead to positive outcomes for children across all tiers of intervention. It is also important to note the lack of evidence for low levels of training, or courses in the absence of additional support, coaching or collaborative working. Thus, it is unlikely that limited training offered as a cost-saving substitution for other forms of intervention will be effective. Services providing such training need to rigorously examine the outcomes for children in order to establish whether their input has been effective or not.

**Models of service delivery and intervention**

Based on the evidence summarised above, we have constructed a possible model of SLT service delivery (Figure 2) presenting possible SLT roles and a flowchart (Figure 3) showing the key questions which may indicate different pathways to intervention and the intervention an individual child might receive.

Our model in Figure 2 expands on our previous model in Figure 1. Here we have incorporated factors from the evidence base which indicate those children who may require individualised approaches. We have included severity of receptive language difficulties as a core factor in our model because the evidence suggests that these children do not make progress unless provided with direct SLT and/or joint collaborative work. We have added a second triangle on the right which provides examples of possible SLT roles at each Tier. Collaborative working and training are shown as cutting across all tiers, whereas other aspects of an SLT’s role may be more specific to each tier. Our inversion of the right hand triangle represents firstly the weight of the current evidence base concerning SLT roles in supporting children with language disorders and secondly our view that those children with the greatest needs require the largest proportion of SLT time and specialist skills. This is not to say that children with milder difficulties do not require support, but rather that the specific technical skills of an SLT may be less essential for improving language outcomes for these children and thus a greater proportion of their support could be provided by other professionals. However, the limited evidence available means that this model may well need to change if further evidence emerges on treatment outcomes and cost-effectiveness of different SLT interventions.
Identification of children likely to require individualised intervention at Tier 3

‘Response to Intervention’ models have been criticised for implying a “wait to fail” approach (see Reynolds and Shaywitz, 2009), where the impression is that children have to fail at Tiers 1 and 2 before accessing Tier 3. However, in our view, a pathway is needed for those children who should see an SLT without delay. This process requires clarity about which children are likely to need individualised intervention and which children are likely to resolve their language difficulties either spontaneously or with good support at Tiers 1 and 2. This is complicated by the lack of a sharp distinction between normal and impaired functioning and the wide variability in child language ability and rate of language development, especially in the pre-school years when early language difficulties are not necessarily predictive of later disorder and some children with language disorder meet early language milestones (Eadie et al., 2014, Zambrana et al., 2014).

Given wide variation in early language trajectories, it is important to consider predictive factors for persistent difficulties that will allow us more effectively to target resources for early intervention. Important ‘red flags’ which indicate the need for assessment by an SLT in the pre-school period are listed in Bishop et al. (2016b) based on those proposed by Visser-Bochane et al. (2017) and are repeated here for ease of reference:

- 1 to 2 years: no babbling, not responding to speech and/or sounds, no interaction;
- 2-3 years: minimal interaction, no display of intention to communicate, no words, minimal reaction to spoken language, regression or stalling of language development;
- 3-4 years: at most two-word utterances (in their first language), child does not understand simple commands, close relatives cannot understand much of child’s speech.

Similar ‘red flags’ have been suggested for autism spectrum disorder (e.g., Baird et al., 2003).

Longitudinal research has identified additional ‘risk factors’ which do not indicate the need for immediate SLT assessment, but are associated with an increased risk of a persistent language disorder. These ‘risk factors’ are a positive family history of language or literacy difficulties (Zambrana et al., 2014); pervasive language deficits affecting both receptive and expressive language, which probably reflect more severe language difficulties (Eadie et al., 2014, Tomblin et al., 2003), particularly in girls (Zambrana et al., 2014); and lower non-verbal IQ (e.g., Eadie et al., 2014, Tomblin et al., 2003, McKean et al., 2017). Zambrana et al. (2014) also identify cumulative risk from multiple risk factors, such that children with low language and multiple risk factors should be considered to be at high risk of persistent language disorder. Age is also an important factor: whilst the majority of children with early delays in expressive language will spontaneously improve by school entry (Rescorla, 2011, Paul et al., 2000), language difficulties still evident at school entry tend not to resolve (e.g., Conti-Ramsden et al., 2012). Indeed, when predicting language abilities at age 7, the best predictor is language at age 4 and the addition of other factors does not improve prediction (McKean et al., 2017). Thus, by 4-5 years, language abilities are much more stable and school-aged children with language difficulties are at high risk of persistent language disorder.

Language disorders in the context of other developmental conditions such as Down syndrome, or autism are unlikely to resolve spontaneously (Pickles et al., 2014). Intervention for these populations is likely to have a broad remit: establishing communication within the family (perhaps introducing alternative and augmentative communication methods), developing and monitoring oral language, and providing evidence for statutory assessment of education, health and social care plans.

**Evidence-based pathways to intervention for children with Language Disorders**

We now bring together the evidence reviewed above on the effectiveness of the different tiers of intervention and the ‘red flags’ and ‘risk factors’ for persisting difficulties in a flowchart (Figure 3). This is intended to enable evidence-based decisions regarding the appropriate tier of
Evidence based pathways to intervention for an individual child. It includes key decision points, such as whether to refer for an SLT assessment, or to provide direct or indirect SLT intervention. Children can move between tiers based on their response to intervention and the functional impact of their difficulties at any given point in time. Some children have multiple co-occurring difficulties requiring a model of Intervention at different tiers simultaneously.

Figure 3: Flowchart of pathways to intervention

Children with the ‘red flags’ listed above should be assessed by an SLT. For children without these red flags, presence of one or more risk factors increases the likelihood of persistent language disorder. Children presenting with multiple risk factors should be prioritised for SLT; children with delayed language development but no additional risk factors may be best served in the first instance by education-led language programmes at Tier 2.

In addition to an assessment of risk, Figure 3 includes a response to intervention approach, through close monitoring of outcomes and subsequent changes to provision where
necessary. We propose that the response to intervention be monitored by education staff for education-led interventions (at Tiers 1 and 2) and by the SLT for SLT-led interventions, where the SLT has a duty of care (at Tiers 3A and 3B). However, it is important to specify what is meant by a good or poor response to an intervention (Reynolds & Shaywitz, 2009) particularly for children with complex developmental disorders such as autism (Lord et al., 2005). In our view, if after Tier 2 intervention, a child has not reached expected language levels, they should be referred for an SLT assessment and potentially intervention. Judgements regarding progress following SLT-led intervention should be made in relation to specific individual targets, rather than broad standardised assessments. Failure to progress should result in a re-evaluation of the intervention and the outcome measures used and, if necessary, modification of the focus, method, or dosage, bearing in mind that children with pervasive difficulties are unlikely to make rapid progress after short-term interventions.

**Prioritisation**

Our models in Figures 2 and 3 are based on the evidence we have reviewed. We question the extent to which such information influences managers under pressure to prioritise their service delivery. All health provider services are trying to balance reaching the maximum number of individuals versus focusing on a smaller number where the impact on the individual could be greatest. One component of this dilemma for SLTs is the degree to which 1) other services could provide (cost-)effective support for different groups of children and 2) the SLT profession can add significantly to this support. Our aim is to make this information readily accessible, by separating evidence of effectiveness of general versus SLT-specific roles and interventions. We have shown that there is increasing evidence that intervention provided by education at Tiers 1 and 2 can be effective, but the evidence that SLT-specific roles at these levels increases this effectiveness is very limited.

An associated but different issue is the on-going debate about the prioritisation of younger children, with the aim of preventing potential future difficulties. This concept is primarily used in illness prevention and its validity in the context of children with neurodevelopmental or heritable disorders is questionable. However, the concept has utility when couched in terms of avoiding functional impairments or secondary sequelae (such as poor mental health) and enhancing skill development in individuals with long term conditions, even if the condition itself cannot be prevented. When making any assumptions about preventative intervention, the research on the variability in language trajectories in pre-school children and
the spontaneous progress many pre-school children make should be borne in mind (see Wake et al., 2015).

In the context of neurodevelopmental disorders, it is essential that SLTs are clear about the anticipated outcomes of their work and the means of measuring progress. In the context of a health provider, discharge from treatment is often seen as the successful outcome of treatment, but, this may not be appropriate for children with long-term needs, as acknowledged by the NICE guidelines (Autism, Learning disability, ADHD, prematurity etc) which recommend lifelong access to services. In the past, a focus on discharge as a metric of success may have resulted in SLT services prioritising children whose difficulties are likely to resolve with small amounts of input. In a resource limited environment, this could result in reduced access for children with severe and persistent disorders and disabilities. Our view is that such children, who are likely to make the least progress without SLT, should be prioritised, particularly where there is an impact on daily functioning. A key question therefore is how SLT services can provide high quality intervention for children with severe and complex communication and language disorders which adapts to the changing needs of the individual and their family.

Conclusions

SLT working in children’s services have roles ranging from awareness raising and public engagement (Tier 1), to advice, support and training for professionals working with children failing to make progress (Tier 2) and finally to highly specialised and individualised direct or indirect intervention for children with severe and persisting language disorders (Tier 3). At all tiers, SLTs will be working collaboratively with families and education, with a particular focus on generalisation of skills and maximising access to the curriculum, social participation and well-being. We highlight the need to incorporate evidence of the effectiveness of these roles in service planning. Our model and flowchart reflect the current evidence and we hope will provide a framework for discussions about service delivery and clinical decisions for intervention for children with language disorders.

Ineffective services are wasteful of limited resources and time (including the time of SLTs, parents, education staff, and the children themselves) and yet there is evidence that SLTs frequently fail to use evidence-based interventions, preferring to use their own local methods (Roulstone et al., 2012). While clinical decisions may be a response to local need, resources, and priorities, SLTs should be clear how these differ from evidence-based interventions and collect data to establish whether they are effective in achieving their aims.
Children with complex and pervasive language disorder and those with additional complex needs require the specialist skills of SLTs in order to make progress. SLTs need to have adequate time to work directly and collaboratively with these children, their families and educators, to improve their skills and reduce the functional impact of their language disorder.
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